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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION  

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (“CEC”) 

 

INTERVENER INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1 

 

FortisBC Energy Inc. (“FEI”) Application for A Certificate of Public Convenience 

and Necessity (“CPCN”) for the Okanagan Capacity Upgrade  

Project No. 1599152 

 

February 11, 2021 

 

1. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 2 and 3 and Appendix D 

 

 

 

Request for Confidential Treatment of Certain Appendices 

To support the Application , FEI has filed several Appendices, with the following ones being 
f iled confidentia lly in accordance with the BC UC's Rules of Practice and Procedure, as set 
out in Order G-15-19_ 

• Appendix A - Solaris FEED Report Documents 

• Appendix 1B - Construction Cost Estimate (FEIi ) 

• Appendix C - Risk Analysis Reports 

• Appendix E - Financial Schedules 

• Appendix H-14 - OCU Land Acquisit ion Plan 

• Appendix H-18 - Status of Private Landowner Property Acquis ition 

• Appendix l!-5 - 0 IB Consultation Response 

FEI respectfully requests that the IBCUC hold the above listed documents confidentia l, and 
bel ieves that such information should remain confidential even after the regulatory process 
for this Appl ica tion is completed_ Below, FEI will outline the reasons for keeping the 
information confidentiaL 

Appendix D 

Appendix D includes cost estimates, containing capital cost estimates for the Project They 
should be kept confidential on the basis that FEI may be going to the market to seek 
competitive bids for the materials and construction work for the Project lif the estimated 
costs for the material and construction work are disclosed , FEI reasonably expects that its 
negotiating position may be prejudiced_ For instance, the bidding parties with knowledge 
about the estimated costs may use the estimate costs as a reference for their bidding . 

Appendix D 
DETAILED SCHEDULE 
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1.1 Appendix D, Detailed Schedule is included in the Public documents and does not contain 

capital cost estimates.  Please confirm that FEI does not intend to keep Appendix D 

confidential. 

1.2 Please confirm that FEI intended to reference Appendix E, E-1, and E-2 as including 

costs estimates and requiring confidential treatment. 

2. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 18 - 20 and page 29 

 
 

 

Figure 3-7 below illustrates the current capacity limit of the ITS under peak cold winter 
conditions versus the forecast increase in demand across the whole ITS (as shown previously in 
Figure 3-6), with the capacity shortfall shown as the shaded region under the demand curve. 
Note that the forecast demand curve meets the current ITS capacity line in 2021, suggesting 
that the ITS will reach its capacity limit in the winter of 2021/2022. However, FEl's system 
capacity planning group has identified short-term mitigation measures that can be used through 
the winter of 2021/2022 and 2022/23, if required, to manage the peak load within the available 

" System design temperature is determined for each re<jon ~ colcuating the ooldest day which is statistically likely 
to OOCI.I" once in a 20-year period. FB's system is desqled to meet the peak demand which would oocur duing 
this eJd:rerne cdd weather event The stetistical 20--year lcw is calculated using information from local weather 
statims, and is updaed as 'o\E'ather trends change. 

system capacity while FEI implements a practical long-term solution. These short-term 
mitigation measures are descrroed further in Section 4.2 of the Application. 
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2.1 Please state when FEI first became aware of the expected capacity shortfall.  

2.2 Why did FEI wait until November 2020 to make an application for the proposed upgrade 

when the capacity shortfall is expected to occur in 2021?  

2.2.1 Would FEI have been able to undertake different options if it had addressed the 

issue earlier?  Please explain.  

2.2.1.1 If yes, what other options could FEI have introduced, and at 

approximately what cost? 

2.3 To what extent could FEI utilize capacity-related DSM measures to defer the increase? 

Please identify the types of measures and the potential impacts that might have been 

employed.  

~ 

~ 
;::: 
:;; 3'iO 
C 

j 
.?!:: 

/!l 
320 

Figure 3-7: ITS Peak Demand vs. Capacity 
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0 The need to address a future capacity shortfall in the Cl<anagan area vr.s previously identified 
1 in FEl's O..cem':>er 1A, 2017 Long T errn Gas Resource Plan (LTGRP) filing: ,s 
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3. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 27 

 

3.1 Could FEI undertake capacity-related DSM measures specifically targeted at those 

communities likely to experience a capacity shortfall?  Please explain why or why not.  

3.1.1 If yes, to what extent has FEI considered this option? 

Existing FEt 
Tran1mlt1lon 

Plpollnu 

Exltrlng FEI 
IP PlpeUn~t 

Figure 3-9: West Kelowna and Peachland 

SIJurce: Google Earth overlaid with FE/ transmission pipeline location data (10/512020/ 

Figure 3-1 O: Lavington and Lumby 

E>tisting FEI 
Transmission 

Pipelines 

Existing FEI 
IP Pipelines 

SIJurce: Google Earth overlaid with FE/ transmission pipeline location data (10/512020/ 
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4. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 26 and 28 

 

4.1 Please identify any interruptible schedules that are available for commercial ratepayers.  

4.1.1 Has FEI considered introducing more interruptible schedules for non-industrial 

ratepayers? Please explain.  

3.3.1 Capacity Shortfall Will Negatively Impact Residential and Commercial 
Customers 

FEl's customer profile in this region has evolved over time such that it has fewer large 
interruptible industrial customers like pulp mills that can be quickly curtailed in a supply 
emergency. This means that the necessary curtailment volumes to make a meaningful 
difference in load have to be obtained from a larger pool of smaller non-interruptible or firm 
customers. Consequently, any capacity shortfall would predominantly impact residential, 
commercial (e g. restaurants and shopping malls}, and institutional customers (e.g schools, 
hospitals, and community centres) 

The first regions to experience a capacity short1iall would be the communities of West Kelowna, 
Lavington, and Lumby (shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 above). The systems in these 
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5. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 28 and 29 

 

5.1 Please confirm that the peak demand load forecast is based on the best available 

information.   

5.2 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the peak demand load forecast being relied upon 

in this application has been approved by the Commission, and please identify in what 

proceeding this peak demand load forecast was approved.   

5.3 Please provide quantification of the impact of COVID-19 on FEI’s load relative to its 

2020 load forecast and January 2021 load forecast. 

5.4 Please describe what additional drivers could potentially cause increases or decreases in 

the load above or below the peak demand load forecast. 

3.3.2 The Project is Necessary Despite Uncertainty in COVI0-19 Impacts 

FEl's peak demand forecast was prepared in 2019, before the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic. As of the date of filing, there is insufficient data to quantify the COVID-19 impact, to 
forecast its future impacts on energy consumption or, more importantly for system planning, its 
impact on peak loads. FEI acknowledges that the immediate and near-term impacts of the 
pandemic may be significant for some types of customers and economic sectors. However, FEI 
presemtly has insufficient information to quantify these impacts Furthermore, there is no firm 
evidence to confirm that any decreases in overall gas demand will be long lasting Due to th is 
inability to predict what the lasting impacts may be, FEI does not believe that the execution of 
this critical system capacity addition project should be deferred due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In the near term, COVID-19 may result in commercial loads declining due to business closures 
(in compliance with public health orders or resulting from general economic conditions) 
However, there are also some factors that may mitigate the economic impacts of COVID-19 as 
they relate to peak load forecasting For example, FEI expects there to be some offsetting 
increase in residential heating loads, due to individuals working from home or spending more 
time at home. Further, some impacts will be temporary and may be resolved quickly, but FEI 
cannot forecast the timing and magnitude of full recovery At this t ime, FEI has no information 
available to quantify the impact on other customer classes or economic sectors. 

FEI noted above a number of possible factors that could act to increase load above the load 
forecast presented above, including expanding greenhouse operations, winery operations and 
new CNG fuelling stations, along with other industrial customers. Since the occurrence of 
COVID-19, FEI continues to receive inquiries and requests for preliminary planning for several 
projects. FEI cannot conclude that COVID-19 will result in the deferral or cancellation of these 
potential additional loads. 

In summary, given the lack of firm information on COVID-19 related impacts on the peak load in 
2023/2024 and future years, the continuing potential for significant new loads in urban centres 
like Kelowna, the limitations of existing short-term mitigation measures, and the lead time 
required for a project of this nature, FEI concludes that it would not be prudent to delay the 
addition of ITS capacity and that the OCU Project should proceed as set out in this Application. 
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5.5 Please describe the economic or other drivers that would potentially cause increases in 

the load above the peak demand load forecast. 

5.5.1 Why has FEI not already included these factors in the peak demand load forecast?   

6. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 29  

 

6.1 When considering the potential for a ‘1 in 20 year’ weather event to occur, how does FEI 

account for the possibility of climate change to vary the weather from that included in 

historical data? Please explain. 

7. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 30 

 

7.1 Please provide the historical and forecast population growth for the region dating back 

ten years and ten years into the future.  

7.2 Please provide FEI’s customer account history (number of accounts) for the last 10 years 

by rate class.  

3.4 ITS DELIVERY CAPACITY MUST BE INCREASED TO MEET FORECAST 
DEMAND 

FEI is committed to providing reliable service to its customers. As such, the inability to reliably 
serve customers due to a shortage of capacity on the ITS during an expected 1 in 20 year 
weather event is considered unacceptable 

FEI must also maintain adequate system capacity such that customer additions can be 
accommodated. Section 28 of the UCA states that a uti lity must provide service upon request, 
should the supply line be near the property requesting service.12 Without an increase in ITS 
capacity, FEI will be unable to satisfy future growth in gas demand caused by new customer 
additions. 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

The population and consequent development in the Okanagan region has grown since the ITS 
was initially constructed in the 1950s. Over time, upgrades to the system have been undertaken 
to maintain reliable gas supply to the surrounding communities. The most recent major upgrade 
was in 2000, and since then, the population has increased significantly in the major centres of 
Vernon, Kelowna and Penticton. FEl's recent forecasts indicate that this increase in population 
and the increase in gas use by all types of customers will lead to a shortfall in ITS capacity by 
the 2023/2024 winter peak demand period. If this situation is not addressed, capacity shortfalls 
and the resulting curtailment of customers will become increasingly likely and widespread. 

FEI examined several alternatives to address this situation. The solution proposed in the 
Application to increase the delivery capacity of ITS is the appropriate response to meet the peak 
demand requirements in the central and north Okanagan regions, and to ensure that FEI 
maintains long-term safe and reliable gas service to meet customers' expectations. 
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7.2.1 Please provide FEI’s customer account forecast for the next 5 years to the extent it 

is available.  

7.3 Please provide the Use Per Customer by rate class for residential and commercial 

customers over the last 10 years.  

7.3.1 Please provide FEI’s Use Per Customer forecast for the next 5 years to the extent 

it is available.  

8. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 32 

 

8.1 Please provide a breakdown of those customers that could be affected by an inability of 

FEI to deliver gas on winter days approaching design conditions as early as 2021/2022. 

Please breakdown by rate class of the number of customers and annual energy consumed. 

4. DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As outlined in Section 3, FEI is forecasting load growth in the Okanagan region, which will result 
in insufficient pressures in portions of the ITS unless a system upgrade is installed. The first 
impact expected will be the loss of sufficient winter inlet pressures to the Kelowna #1 Gate 
Station and the Polson Gate Station, which may occur as early as the winter of 2021/2022. With 
the reduction in inlet pressure, FEI would lose the capability to deliver gas to customers in 
portions of the Okanagan on winter days that approach system design conditions. The OCU 
Project therefore has the following project objectives: 

1. Increase the delivery capacity of the ITS to meet peak demand requirements and to 
maintain safe and reliable gas service to FEI customers in the central and north 
Okanagan regions; and 

2. Ensure all construction related activities are completed in time for the winter of 
2023/2024 to avoid service interruptions to customers. 

As explained in the following section, FEI has determined that short-term mitigation measures 
may be required to maintain sufficient capacity for the winters of 2021/2022 and 2022/2023. 
However, these interim measures are not viable to support projected demand in 2023/2024, and 
a longer-term solution must be implemented prior to this point. 
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9. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 33 

 

9.1 Please elaborate on the temporary allowance of lower station inlet pressures.  

9.1.1 What is the impact of this option on other customers? 

9.1.2 Why can this only be a temporary measure?  

9.2 Please describe the increased pressure monitoring and how that assists.  

9.3 What minor station upgrades would be required?  Please explain and elaborate on what 

they would contribute to mitigating the issue. 

9.4 Please elaborate on the CNG injection option.  Would that be used in conjunction with 

the other mitigating options, or independently?  

9.4.1 Could use of significantly increased CNG independently resolve the issue?  If so, 

for how long?  

4.1.1 Short-Term Mitigation Measures are Possible to Maintain Capacity for 
Winters of 2021/2022 and 2022/2023 

All alternatives rely on the implementation of short-term mitigation measures to address the 
possibility of a capacity shortfall during the winters of 2021/2022 and 2022/2023. 

Short-term mitigation measures include options such as maximizing the utilization of the 
currently available capacity within the system by temporarily allowing lower station inlet 
pressures where existing stations are capable; increased pressure monitoring; minor station 
upgrades; and CNG injection to offset peak demand where feasible. 

While these measures are adequate to provide some capacity safety margin in the winter of 
2021/2022 and 2022/2023, they do not represent a viable long-term solution, and do not provide 
FEI with sufficient and reliable system capacity starting from the winter of 2023/2024. Local 
measures such as operating stations at lowered inlet pressures provide limited benefit to the 
system outside their immediate area and do not address the continued decline in system 
pressures that a pipeline upgrade would address. While CNG injection could also mitigate short
term capacity needs in the region, this is not a viable long-term solution as the volumes of CNG 
required to meet growing demand continue to increase each year with additional load growth, 
and due to the significant cost to implement, operate and maintain a CNG supply. More 
importantly, CNG injection is a far less reliable method to transport gas through B.C.'s Interior 

than a pipeline, due to reliance on a fleet of CNG trucks, which would need to operate on rural 
highways in adverse weather conditions. 
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10. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 33, 42 and 45 

 

 

FEI conducted a comprehensive evaluation of these five alternatives and concluded that 
Alternatives 4 and 5 do not meet the primary project objectives and are not feasible to 
implement within the timeframe required to meet capacity requirements. These alternatives 
were therefore screened out early in the project development phase. The remaining three 
feasible alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 3) were further analyzed and evaluated using the 
evaluation criteria specified in Section 4.4.1. T hese criteria include improving operational 
flexibility, minimizing impact to the environment and the public, as well as financial criteria. 

4.2.4 Alternative 4 - 508 mm Loop from Savona 
The fourth alternative to address the capacity constraint involves the installation of a 508 mm 
loop starting at the Savona Compressor Station and running eastward for approximately 68.4 
km before terminating east of Kamloops. 

This pipeline looping would increase gas supply delivered via the Enbridge pipeline at Savona. 
This alternative would also require an upgrade to the 4.1 km 114 mm Coklstream lateral in 
Vernon to a 168 mm pipeline. Figure 4-5 below provides an overview of Alternative 4. 

Figure 4-5: Overview Map of Alternative 4 

Existing 3rd 
Party 

Pipelines 

&Jurce: Google Earth overlaid with FE/ Transmission Pipeline Data (/mag? taken 10/512020) 

-

The new pipeline would be designed such that it could be operated at a MOP of 6,619 kPa to 
match the outlet pressure of the Savona Compressor Station. 

Only the first 52A km of this loop would be required to be in-service by winter of 2022/2023 to 
avoid the forecast shortfall. However, the preliminary route chosen for this loop bypasses the 
City of Kamloops which does not allow for a tie-in to the existing ITS at the 52.4 km mark. 
Therefore the entire loop would need to be built before it could be tied into the existing system. 
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10.1 Is it fair to say that FEI screened out Alternative 4 primarily because it could not be built 

in the timeframes required for the winter of 2022/2023? 

10.2 At what point would FEI have needed to conduct its initial analysis to have permitted 

Alternative 4 to be a viable option?  

10.2.1 Why was this not undertaken? 

10.2.1.1 Did the regulatory regime influence FEI’s decision-making with 

 respect to capital spending with respect to this project in any way 

 whatsoever?  Please explain.  

10.3 Recognizing that FEI conducted a ‘comprehensive evaluation’ before screening out 

Alternatives 4 and 5, please provide a general statement of the benefits of Alternative 4. 

10.4 Please provide a general statement of the detriments of Alternative 4. 

11. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 33, 43 and 45 

 

(EA)15 . The anticipated timeline for completion of an EA is three years. Due to this delay, it is 
highly unlikely that construction of this pipeline could begin prior to 2024. Pipeline installation is 
likely to take approximately three years due to the length and complexity of this pipeline route, 
indicating a completion date of 2027 or later. A capacity shortfall which requires significant, 
lasting mitigation is expected to occur in the winter of 2023/2024; this shortfall will increase each 
year during the EA and construction phases, as demand on the ITS continues to grow. As 
discussed in Section 4.1.1, measures such as C:NG injection, which can be used to mitigate a 
small, short-term capacity shortfall such as the shortfall projected for 2021/2022 and 2022/2023, 
are costly and inefficient in the long term when compared to standard gas supply methods such 
as pipelines. Relying on such measures to mitigate a large and extended capacity shortfall, 
such as the one which would occur during implementation of Alternative 4, represents an 
unacceptable level of risk for FEl's customers. For this reason, FEI does not consider 
Alternative 4 to meet the primary project objectives as it does not mitigate the risk of capacity 
shortfall within an acceptable timeframe. 

FEI conducted a comprehensive evaluation of these five alternatives and concluded that 
Alternatives 4 and 5 do not meet the primary project objectives and are not feasible to 
implement within the timeframe required to meet capacity requirements. These alternatives 
were therefore screened out earty in the project development phase. The remaining three 
feasible alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 3) were further analyzed and evaluated using the 
evaluation criteria specified in Section 4. 4 .1. These criteria include improving operational 
flexibility, minimizing impact to the environment and the public, as well as financial criteria. 
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4.2.S Alternative 5 - LNG Facility Near Vernon 

The fifth alternative proposes setting up an LNG storage and peak shaving facility located 
between Westwold and Grandview Flats northwest of Vernon. Such facilities located closer to 
the load centre allow gas to be moved into storage in times of low gas demand when excess 
pipeline capacity is available, and provide on-system delivery during periods of high demand. 

In addition to the LNG storage and peak shaving facility, this alternative would also require an 
upgrade to the 114 mm Coldstream Lateral similar in nature to Alternative 1 and Alternative 4. 
Figure 4-6 below shows the location of the proposed facility. 

Figure 4-6: Overview Map of Alternative 5 

Existing FEI 
Transmission 

Pipelines 

Source: Google Earth overlaid with FE! Transmission Pipeline Data (Image taken 10/5/2020) 

This alternative was based on the following facility capacity requirements: 

• Storage capacity: 0.31 Bet (8800 x 103 m3) 

• Liquefaction capacity: 1.55 mmscfd (44 x 103 m3/d) 

• Vaporization capacity: 51.44 mmscfd (1450 x 103 m3/d) 

This option would be required to be in service prior to the winter of 2023/2024 to avoid a 

capacity shortfall. 
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11.1 Is it fair to say that FEI screened out Alternative 5 primarily because it could not be built 

in the timeframes required for the winter of 2022/2023? 

11.2 At what point would FEI have needed to conduct its initial analysis to have permitted 

Alternative 5 to be a viable option?  

11.2.1 Why was this not undertaken? 

11.3 Recognizing that FEI conducted a ‘comprehensive evaluation’ before screening out 

Alternatives 4 and 5, please provide a general statement of the benefits of Alternative 5. 

11.4 Please provide a general statement of the detriments of Alternative 5. 

11.5 Please explain whether or not FEI could have a mobile option for LNG injection for any 

part of its system at any point in time required and, if so, why it does not? 

12. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 45 and 46 

 

4.3.2.2 Alternative 5 Discussion and Analysis 

Alternative 5 would meet the capacity objective for this project. However, preliminary research 
indicates that this alternative would be significantly too complex to design and construct prior to 
the winter of 2023/2024. An estimated minimum of five years is required to design and execute 
construction of such a facility following CPCN approval, pushing the completion date to 2027, or 
likely later. As detailed in the discussion of Alternative 4, this represents an unacceptable level 
of risk to FEI and does not meet the project objective to reliably meet demand on the ITS by the 
winter of 2023/2024. Therefore, it was rejected in the early development phase of the project. 

4.3.2.3 Alternatives 4 & 5 Capital Costs are Expected to be Significantly 
Higher as Compared to All Other Alternatives 

As shown in Table 4-1 below, preliminary high level cost estimates 10 for Alternatives 4 and 5 are 
significantly higher as compared to other alternatives. Because neither alternative met the 
schedule requirements of the project, FEI did not believe that producing more detailed estimates 
for these alternatives would be a prudent use of funds. Instead, these two alternatives were 
screened out, while Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 were investigated in more detail to select a 
preferred alternative. 

Table 4-1: Preliminary Cost Estimates of All Alternatives 

Total Pipe Caprtal Cost Estimate 
Installed Range 

Alternative Oescnpt1on (km) (2019$ millions) 

pg 

2 Modified ITS Upgrades to VER PEN 323 19 r 50 - 130 
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12.1 When did FEI make the decision to screen out Alternatives 4 and 5? 

12.2 What level of AACE cost estimate do the above cost estimates represent? 

12.2.1 Please provide a table of the level of project definition, end usage, methodology, 

expected accuracy range and preparation effort for each of the AACE class 

estimates. 

13. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 46 and 48 

 

3 

Total Pipe Capital Cost Estimate 
Installed Range 

Alternative Descnpt1on (km) (2019$ millions) 

3 OU PEN 406 Extension 30 100 - 250 

4 508 mm Loop from Savona 54 200 - 500 

5 LNG Facilrty Near Vernon n/a 250 - 600 

4.3.3 Conclusion: Screening of Alternatives 

A,; di,;cus,;ed above, FE l 's a lternative,; ,;creening proce55 concluded that Alternative 4: GOS mm 
North Loop from Savona and Alternative 5: LNG Peak Shaving Facility near Vernon could not 
be completed ,n time to address capacity snorttalls forecast tor :W:13I:W:14, and theretore do not 
meet the primary objectives of the project. Preliminary high level cost estimates also indicated 
that both Alternative 4 and Alternative 5 would be significantly more costly as compared to other 
alternatives considered for the Project. As these two alternatives would not achieve the OCU 
Project objective to eliminate the capacity shortfall in Okanagan region by winter of 2023/24, 
they were deemed not feasible and were not considered further in the evaluation process. 

Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 do meet the primary project objectives, and were therefore evaluated in 
more detail as discussed below. 

4.4.1 Evaluation Criteria 

3 Evaluation criteria were grouped into three primary categories: 

) • Asset Management Capability; 

• Project Execution and Lifecycle Operation; and 

2 • Financial. 

3 These categories, and the evaluation criteria within them, are listed and defined below. 
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13.1 Are these Evaluation Criteria the identical or very similar to the Evaluation Criteria that 

FEI uses in other CPCNs?  

13.1.1 If not, why not? 

13.1.2 If not, what other criteria may be considered that was not considered in this 

instance, or what criteria was included that might not be otherwise?  Please 

explain.  

13.2 Please provide details as to how FEI determined the Evaluation Criteria.  

13.3 Are these Weightings identical or very similar to the Weightings that FEI uses in other 

CPCNs?  

13.3.1 If not, why not? 

13.3.1.1 If not, what other Weightings may be considered that was not 

 considered in this instance?  Please explain.  

13.4 Please provide details as to how FEI determined the appropriate Weightings.  

14. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 49 

 

Weightings were assigned to the overall categories of evaluation criteria as shown in Table 4-3. 
Asset Management Capability was weighted the most heavily to reflect the importance of 
meeting FEl's overall technical objectives. Weighting was split evenly between the other two 
categories. Both are considered important as they measure various types of impact to the 
communities affected by the OCU Project. Weightings were also assigned to the criteria within 
each category, also as summarized in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3: Evaluation Criteria Weighting 

System Capacity 
50% 

Asset Management Capability 40% Increase 

Operational Flexibility 50% 

Environmental, Public, 
45% 

Project Execution ancl Lifecycle Operation 30% and Indigenous Impacts 

Schedule Risk 55% 

Financial 30% Rate Impact 100% 

FEI applied a scoring methodology to evaluate all three feasible alternatives. The score 
;issignP.n for P.<11:h ;iltP.m;itivP. w;is h;isP.n on infonn;itinn provit1P.t1 hy SMC:!, ~nn v;ilit1;itP.t1 hy FFI 
internal subject matter experts. The components of the evaluation methodology are described 
in the subsections below. 
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14.1 Please confirm the CEC’s understanding that SMCI did not provide the scoring.  

14.2 Please identify who originally did the scoring.  

14.3 Please provide the positions of the subject matter experts that validated the scoring.  

15. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 45, 46 and 55 

 

 

 
 

4.4.~.3 Alternatives 4 & 5 Capital Costs are Expected to be Significantly Higher as 
Compared to All Other Alternatives 

As shown in Table 4-2 below, preliminary high level cost estimates•• for Alternatives 4 and 5 are 
significantly higher as compared to other alternatives. Because neither alternative met the 
schedule requirements of the project, FE! did not believe that producing more detailed estimates 
for these alternatives would be a prudent use of funds. Instead, these two alte rnatives were 
screened out, while Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 were investigated in more detail to select a 

preferred alternative. 

Table 4-2: Prelimina,y Cost Estimates of All Alternatives 

Total Pipe Capital Cost Esllmate 
Installed Range 

Alternative Description (km) (2019$ millions) 

pgracles . - - -
2 Modified ITS Upgrades to VER PEN 323 l 19 50 -130 - ~ -
3 OU PEN 406 Extension 30 100- 250 

4 l_ 508 mm Loop from Savona 54 200-500 - -
5 LNG Facility Near Vernon nla 250 - 600 

Table 4-8: Capital, O&M, Property Taxes (SOOOs) 

Capital Cost As Spent One!. AFUDC) $220,215 $232,927 $212,906 

In-Line Inspection capital (2019$) NIA NIA $828 

Retirement / Removal Costs As Spent $1,569 $692 Nil 

Incremental Annual O&M (2019$)" Nil $9 $24 

Incremental O&M - Integrity Digs (2019$)" NIA NIA $140 

Incremental Annual Property Taxes (2019$) $6 $78 $337 
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15.1 Please explain why the Capital cost estimate in Alternative 1 increased from a maximum 

of $100 million in the initial analysis to $200 million in the final analysis.  

15.2 Please explain why the Capital cost estimate in Alternative 2 increased from a maximum 

of $130 million in the initial analysis to $232 million in the final analysis. 

16. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 47 

 

16.1 For each Alternative, please identify and provide quantification for any costs included in 

the Financial criterion that are related to managing the Project on a short timeline, or that 

could have been reduced by having a longer timeline for implementation (for instance, 

overtime costs, higher pricing for shorter delivery times etc.).   

17. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 46, 47 and 48  

 

4.5.1.3 Financial 

The sole criterion within this category measures the financial impact of the project on FE l's 
customers. FEI considered the long term rate impact to FEl's non-bypass customers in order to 
financially compare all three feasible alternatives. This was completed by evaluating the present 
value of the incremental revenue requirement as well as the levelized delivery rate impact over 
the 70 year analysis period for each alternative based on the estimated capttal cost and 
operating cost. 

• Rate Impact: Aliltty for an alternative to be completed wtth the lowest possible rate 
impact. The alternative which minimizes the rate impact to FEl's customers will score the 
highest. 

4.~.1 eva1uat1on criteria 
Evaluation criteria were grouped ~, to three primary catcg:>ric:::: 

• A:ss~l Mam:191:m1e11l Cctµal.1ilily, 

• r>roject Execution and Lifecycle Operation; and 

• Financial. 
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4.5.1.1 Asset Management Capability 

Criteria within this category measure the success of the alternative in achieving the technical 
goals of the project now and into the future. As this category assesses the efficacy of the 
solution in meeting the project objectives, FEI considers this category to be relatively more 
important, which is reflected in the weighting discussed below. 

The factors evaluated within this category are as follows: 

• System Capacity Increase: Ability of an alternative to increase capacity in the ITS such 
that supply can be maintained to the Okanagan region under peak demand conditions. 
Alternatives that provide the greatest capacity increase will score the highest. If two or 
more alternatives provide a similar capacity increase, the same score is assigned. 

• Operat ional Flexibil ity: Ability of a project to provide FEI with greater operational 
flexibility to perform inspection and repair work on its system assets. Projects which 
extend the window during which FEI can complete such work on sections of the ITS will 
score the highest. 

4.5.1.2 Project Execution and Lifecycle Operation 

Criteria within this category measure risks to project con-pletion, and the in-pact a project will 
have during construction and over its IWetirne on the communities and environment it affects. 

• Schedule Risk : Ability for an alternative to be completed on schedule, with few 
identified risks to achieve the scheduled in-service date. Alternatives which can be 
completed on time will score the highest. Other alternatives are scored lower. 

• Environmental, Public and Indigenous Impacts: Ability of an alternative to minimize 
impacts to the environment, the public (i.e .. residents, landowners, customers, local 
government) and Indigenous communities, both during construction and over the lifetime 
of the project. Alternatives which effectively mitigate environmental and public safety 
hazards and which reduce negative impacts on the pwr.c, Indigenous communities and 
other stakeholders during project execution will score the highest. 

4.5.1.3 Financial 

The sole criterioo within this category measures the financial impact of the project on FEl's 
customers. FEI considered the long term rate impact to FEl's non-0ypass customers in order to 
mancially compare all three feasible alternatives. This was completed by evauating the present 
value of the incremental reverue requirement as well as the levelized delivery rate impact over 
the 70 year analysis period for each alternative based on the estimated capital cost and 
operating cost. 

• Rate Impact: Ability for an alternative to be completed with the lowest possible rate 
impact. The alternative which minimizes the rate impact to FEl's customers will score the 
highest. 
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17.1 The CEC notes that Schedule Risk accounts for 16.5% of the total assessment, and 

encompasses risk associated with meeting the scheduled in-service date. Would this risk 

have been mitigated if the project were undertaken sooner? Please explain why or why 

not.  

17.2 Please identify any of the other Evaluation Criteria that reflect timing risk. 

17.2.1 Would FEI have adjusted the weightings for the various alternatives considered if 

there were no timing issues in meeting the 2021-2024 winters? Please explain.  

17.2.2 If schedule risk were not a factor in meeting the 2021-2024 winters, how would 

FEI have weighted Schedule Risk? Please explain.  

17.2.2.1 Please identify any other evaluation criteria or weightings that FEI 

 would have altered based on timing risk, and how they would have 

 been changed. 

Weightings were assigned to the overall categories of evaluation criteria as shown in Table 4-3. 
Asset Management Capability was weighted the most heavily to reflect the importance of 
meeting FEl's overall technical objectives. Weighting was split evenly between the other two 
categories. Both are considered important as they measure various types of impact to the 
communities affected by the OCU Project. Weightings were also assigned to the criteria within 
each category, also as summarized in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Evaluation Criteria Weighting 

. . . . ! ' 

Asset Management capability 40% 

Project Execution and Ufecyde Operation 30% 

Financial 30% 

System capacity 
Increase 

Operational Flexiblity 
Envirorrnental, Public, 

and Indigenous Impacts 
Schedule Risk 
Rate Impact 

50% 

50% 

45% 

55% 

100% 
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18. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 48, 49 and 50  

   

 

4.S.2 Scoring and Weighting 

Each feasib le alternative was scored against each of the evaluation criteria using a scale from 1 
to 5. These scores are defined as shown in Table 4-3. 

T able 4-3: Alternative Evaluation Scoring Definitions 

Impact Evaluation• 

5 Best choice: very low risk, or, very high opportunity for positive impact 

4 Good choice: low risk, or; high opportunity for positive impact 

3 Acceptable choice: neutral or moderate risk, or; opportunity for medium positive impact 

2 Poor choice: high risk, or; low opportunity for positive impact 

Worst choice: very high risk, or; no opportunity for positive impact 

'For evaluation criteria .such as System capacity Increase, which provides a net positive, extent of 
positive impact is ranked. For others such as Schedule Risk, in which FE/ seeks to minimize negative 
impact to the public, the extremity of this negative impact is ranked. 

Construction of Alternative 1 will not ha•re a positive impact on operational flexibility, as ro 
additional secti:>ns of pipeline will be constructed. The system configuration will remain 
unchanged. /\ score of 2 was aooigncd to reflect this (worot choice, low positive impact). 

4.6.i.:I A/ti,r11<1ti1•" 2: Mudifi"d ITS Uµgrd1/t,:,; tu VER PE,V 323 

Alternative 2 provides a signi'icant podive capacity impact, fully meeting systom capacity 
requirements, and was theretore awarded a score ot ? tor System ~pacrty Increase (be-st 
ChOlrA; v P.ry h i(Jh po.s1hVP. ,m f"'r.l) 

Conotruction of Alternative 2 will h,ive some positive m p,ict on operational flc,<ibility. The 
proposed 6 km of pipeline extension will allow a greater ,veather whdow in which he segment 
of th• VER PEN 323 p ipe running from Ellis Creek to the north tie -in point ol the propose<! 6 km 
extension can be shut in tor inspection, emergency response, or repair. lhereton~, a sco"e ot 3 
(~<:.r.F.pfahl?. <:.ho1r.P.. mP.<1111m p<l~IVF. 1mpar.t) w~~ ~~~OP.fl ;i!=;; thP. ITTlf')ffll/P.mP.nt to OpA~t,oru:i.l 
flexibility is limned to a small poition of the ITS. 

4.6.1 .4 1\/temative 3: OLI PEN 406 Extension 

[xtension of the OU P[N 400 pipeline furthe· nor1h by 30 km provides a significant pos~i>e 
capacity impad, ful~t meeting system capacity requirements, and was therefore assigned a 
score of 5 for S-_13tem Capacity Increase (best choice; very high positive impact). 

Co11::iltut:lio11 or All~111c1live 3 will have a l)O~live imµac.:l OIi up~cdional n~1ibilil\•. For c1 µo1liU1 1 or 
u,., Y""'' • ii will i,., pus:;iule lo shut in sections of u,., VER PEN 323 Ii,., 1.J<,twee11 Ellis c,.,.,k ,md 
the north tie-in point of the proposed 30 km pipeline extension for inspection, emergency 
response or repair. As this is a much longer segment of Ppeline than the smaU section affected 
by Alternative 2, /\ltem,itr,,c 3 received" score of 4 (good choice; high positive imp,ict). 
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18.1 To the extent that the Impact Evaluation uses the term ‘or’ in identifying the rationale, 

FEI’s impact evaluation appears to equate ‘risk’ with ‘opportunity for positive impact’, 

please elaborate on why a risk is matched with apparently ‘doing more’ than what would 

be otherwise expected from the project (i.e. Alternative 1 is scored 2, or a ‘poor choice’ 

even though it does not appear to have any risk factors).    

18.2 Why does the risk evaluation not allow for taking on some risk and getting higher value? 

18.3 Operational Flexibility accounts for 20% of the overall weight, compared to 30% for 

Financial evaluation, and defines the Asset Management Capability differences between 

the Alternatives. Please provide quantification for the benefits derived from operational 

flexibility to support the rankings of 2, 3 and 4 for Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  
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19. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 51 

 

Table 4-6: Project Execution and Lifecycle Operation Alternative Evaluation 

• 

Schedule Risk 55% 

Environmental, Public 45% 2 2 3 and Indigenous Impacts 

Weighted Total:• 100% 1.45 1.45 3 

'Weighted total is calculated for each afternative by multiplying the score for each criterion with its 
associated weighting, and then summing these scores. The maximum possible weighted total is 5. 

As Alternatives 1 and 2 are similar in their overall strengths and weaknesses, they are 
discussed together below. 

4.6.2.2 Alternative 1 (ITS Upgrades) and Alternative 2 (Modified ITS Upgrades) 

The existing VER PEN 323 was installed in 1957 and was designed to operate at 6,619 kPa. At 
the time of installation, this pipeline was pressure tested to 110 percent of its design MOP 
(7,281 kPa), in accordance with the industry standard in 1957. Since its installation, the areas 
surrounding this pipeline have experienced population growth, changing the class location" and 
requiring the MOP to be reduced to 5,171 kPa to comply with the requirements of CSA Z662. As 
described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of this Application, Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 involve 
the replacement of certain pipeline segments to meet CSA Z662 aass location requirements. In 
addition, FEI has concluded that, to meet current industry best practices, the existing portions of 
the VER PEN 323 pipeline that are not replaced in Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 must be 
requalified by retesting. Retesting would be in accordance with CSA Z662:19 at a minimum of 
1.25 times the desired MOP of 6,619 kPa (i.e., 8,274 kPa) prior to recommissioning the pipe at 
its original MOP of 6,619 kPa. 

For Alternative 1 and Alternative 2, SMCI established the boundaries of test segments and the 
number of test segments required, the time it would take to complete a test, and the risks that 
are associated with the pressure testing process. Due to limitations on allowable elevation 
difference on a test section, thirty-three requalification tests would be required in addition to six 
tests for the replacement segments. 

The completion of construction and testing required for Alternatives 1 and 2 is complicated by 
the fact that VER PEN 323 is a critical portion of the ITS and there are nine months of the year 
when it cannot be taken out of service. It can only be temporarily shut down between June 1 
and September 1, leaving lit11e time to carry out the required testing. Using multiple crews 
working simultaneously during the three month outage, all work required for either alternative 

19 The class locaion of a pipeline is related to the population density in the su1TOUnding a-ea. As population in an 
area increases, the class location can chang~ and a pipeline operata- must take action to ensure the pipeline 
meets the reqlirements of the new class location. This can mean reducing MOP a mocifying the pipeline. 
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19.1 What options exist for FEI to mitigate the risks associated with the requalification tests? 

Please explain.  

19.1.1 To what extent did FEI consider these options for mitigation in their risk 

assessments?   

20. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 54 

 

20.1 Please confirm that FEI accounted for the cost of acquiring land rights.  

can feasibly be performed in two three-month periods (i .e., two years) provided that all activities 
go ahead smoothly. However, FEI has significant concerns regarding its ability to successfully 
complete the requalifiication tests of the existing segments of the VER PEN 323 pipeline, as 
discussed below. 

The rou1e chosen for /~iema1ive 3 results in a comparatively lower impact on the public and 1he 
P.cnv1ronmt!:nt hy pArAIIP.lcng ~x,:c:rting infra~mr.turP. (fhP. VI ll I 'I N :11:1 trnm~m1:cl,~Ion p1r,P.fmP. ~no 
the F BC 73L transmission powertine} wherever possible . This routin~ reduces the nec.essity to 

r.l~m .l nr.w ri9ht nf w;:Jy, thr.r~hy rN111r.:in!J th~ lnno-tr.rm vfa11al impact to the: puhlic in N;m1m::11.-, 

and Pent1cton as well as the impact to the emmonment. ~ C.I ant1c1pates acqu1nn9 some n ew 
land I iglil~ ~IKJU!U U1i~ ctllt!l nalhr't! IJ~ ~tth~clt!d. A~ tlha;u~i=c.l i11 detail in $t?(.;l.icm 8.2 or lht! 
App,icai ion, FEI is committed to ncgctiai ing fair agreements with all landowners along the route 
c:1m.! will cu11li 1ut! lo ~119~~ with lc:11ldowne1s post CPCN ri1i1~ to at:qui1t! Ure li=Quisilt! land 
rights. If FEI is unable to come to agreement with landowners, it does reseJVe the right to 
proceed wrth expropna t10n of the required land nghts. 
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21. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 55 and 56 

 

21.1 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the PV of the Incremental Revenue Requirement 

in Table 4-7 includes all the costs identified in Table 4-8. 

Table 4-7: PV of Incremental Annual Revenue Requirement and Rate Impact 

Levelized Rate Impact $/GJ S0.057 S0.061 S0.059 

Financial / Rate Impact 4 2 3 

The following Table 4-8 summarizes the incremental capital costs, annual operating and 
maintenance and property tax costs for the three alternatives. For Alternative 3 the incremental 
integrity capital related to running crack detection tools for in line inspection and the resulting 

operating costs (i.e., the integrity digs) that occur on a once per seven-year cycle are also 
provided. 

Table 4-8: Capital, O&M, Property Taxes ($000s) 

Capital Cost As Spent Oncl. AFUDC) $220,215 $232,927 $212,906 

In-Line Inspection capital (2019$) NIA NIA $828 

Retirement / Removal Costs As Spent $1,569 $692 Nil 

Incremental Annual O&M (2019$)" Nil $9 $24 

Incremental O&M - Integrity Digs (2019$)" NIA NIA $140 

Incremental Annual Property Taxes (2019$) $6 $78 $337 

Although Alternative 3 has higher operating and maintenance (O&M) expense and Property 
Taxes", it has the lowest capital cost which result in lower costs for depreciaton expense, 
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22. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 62 

 

22.1 Please explain how FEI determined the evaluation considerations. 

22.1.1 Did FEI make the determinations internally, or were third parties involved in the 

decision-making? 

5.3.2.3 Weighting and Methodology 

Each of the evaluation criterion was given a weighted score as outlined in Table 5-2, in order to 
quantify the relative merits of each option. 

Table 5-2: Pipeline Route Evaluation Weighting23 

Criteria Weighting Evaluation Considerations 

Category 1: Community and Stakeholder Criteria Weighting 

Assessment of the construction zone environment, nature of 
Health and Safety 15 the planned construction activities and proximity to vulnerable 

entities. 

Proximity to populated areas. roadway usage impacts, 
Socio-Economic 15 number of commercial accesses impacted, agricultural 

impacts, etc. 

Land Ownership and Use 5 Properties directly impacted during construction and nature of 
impacts. 

Sub-total: 35 

Category 2: Environmental Criteria Weighting 

Ecology 5 Natural and environmentally sensitive areas impacted. 

Cultural Heritage 5 Culturally sensitive areas impacted. 

Human Environment 15 Nature and proximity of visual, noise and vibration impacts. 
residential accesses impeded, etc. 

Sub-total: 25 

Category 3: Technical Considerations Weighting 

Engineering 5 Areas of construction difficulty requiring engineering solutions 
identified. 

Type of construction required, pipe installation productivity 
Construction 10 quantified, length of pipeline and overall construction footprint 

etc. 

Operation 10 Areas of potential operational difficulty identified. 

System Interface 5 Complexity of interface and length of pipeline laterals 
quantified. 

Type of adjacent infrastructure, proximity and spacing. 
Adjacent infrastructure 5 planned infrastructure. using wider road allowance to 

maximize proximity, etc. 

Preliminary evaluation of the surrounding natural and man-
Natural Hazards 5 made environment and potential hazards along the route 

corridor. 

Sub-total: 40 

Total 100 
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22.2 Please explain how FEI determined the appropriate weights. 

22.2.1 Did FEI make the determinations internally, or were third parties involved in 

deciding the weightings? 

22.3 Did FEI include financial considerations in establishing the weightings?  

22.3.1 If no, please explain why not.  

22.3.2 If yes, please explain how the financial considerations were included, in what 

category, and what weight they were given.  

23. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 67 

 

23.1 When does FEI expect to determine a confirmed pipeline route?  

24. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 68 

 

5.3.3 Final Route Development 

The next and final stage of the routing process will involve detailed field investigation of the 
route and the environment in which the pipeline is to be constructed. 

Pipeline detailed engineering, geotechnical engineering, and environmental specialist review, 
with appropriate agreements from Indigenous groups, landowners and stakeholders will confirm 
the locations for mainline pipe, station sites, cathodic protection (CP) sites and main line valve 
sites. 

Municipalities, stakeholders and third parties will be contacted to obtain fu rther details of any 
known or expected development or encroachments along the route, the location of underground 
obstructions, pipelines, services and structures and all other pertinent data. Traffic impact 
assessments will be completed as required in consultation with the City of Penticton and the 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. Stakeholder, local jurisdiction and government 
approval will be obtained in accordance with statutory requirements. 

The outcome of the final stage of the routing process will comprise a confirmed pipeline route 
and complete list of the affected landowners and stakeholders which will facilitate preparation of 
the construction scope of work and detailed construction execution plans. 

5.4.2. Pipeline Design 
T he p roposed O U PEN 406 pipe line extension will operate at 7,826 kPa and be able to provide 
suff,cient capacity to the existing ITS mainline p ipeline to support forecast peak demand for the 
m::!xl 20 y~cu µ~ riuU. Th~ J..H OIJOSt!d O U PEN 406 piµ t:dim:!: w ill lrc1v~,s~ dµµroximal~ly 30 km in ct 

sou th lo 11o rU1 c1liy 1mtt:!11l hum E llis C r~t!k u~a, Pt:mlic..:lo11 lo Chul~ Lak~ soullt or Kt:duwna. 
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24.1 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the current upgrade means that there will be 

sufficient capacity along the full length of the ITS mainline pipeline to support forecast 

peak demand for the next 20 years. 

24.2 If not confirmed, please provide a list of other pipeline or other ITS enhancements that 

FEI expects will be required to provide sufficient capacity to support forecast peak 

demand for the full length of the ITS mainline pipeline.  

25. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 70 

 

25.1 FEI’s Inland Gas Upgrade Project enables in-line inspection with Geometry, Magnetic 

Flux Leakage and Circumferential tools where the in-line inspection alternative was 

selected.1  Please explain whether or not FEI’s proposed capability will be consistent with 

the capabilities of the IGU project.  

                                                 
1 FortisBC Energy Inc. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Application for the Inland Gas Upgrade 

Project ~ Project No. 1598988, Exhibit B-5, Response to CEC IR 1.1.2 

5.4.2.5 In-line Inspection 

ILi is a prooess that utilizes the pipelline gas flow and pressure to propel an 1inspection tool with in 
the pipeline. There are a number of types of ILi tools which are used to detect and size a variety 
of pipehne anomalies, including corrosion,. mechanica l damage and cracking 

FEI has determined that due to the longevity of steel pipel ines, 1it is appropriate to design the 
new OLI PEN 406 extension with ILi capability. This will enable cost effective and targeted 
mitigation of specific pipel ine hazards (i.e. ,. corrosion) over the servioe life of the new asset 
Consequently,. a receiver at the p:ipeline outlet (to reoeive the IILI tool} will be provided during the 
design and construct ion. The OU PEN 406 has an existing auncher at the pipeline inlet {for 
tool insertion and to control the propulsion} at kilometre point 0.0 . For further detaills see the 
Project Design Basis Memorandum, P-00760-PII P-DBM-0001, in the Appendix A-1. 

To facil itate ILII , the OCU Project pipeline design must incorporate certain features and 
mechanical components such as avoiding use of tight radius pipe bends, wa.11 th ickness 
tranS'itions, and ensuring that all f ittings and appurtenances (e.g. valves , tees) al low for 
consistent and re liable passage of ILi too'ls to maximize data coUection. 
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26. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 78 

 

26.1 Does FEI typically use a delivery method utilizing separate contracts for engineering 

design, construction management and inspection and construction for large scale projects, 

or is this a novel methodology?  

26.2 What project delivery alternatives did FEI consider, and why were they rejected?  

26.3 Please describe the benefits of the delivery methodology and why it is superior to any 

alternatives that FEI considered.  

26.4 Does using separate contracts potentially result in higher costs?  Please explain why or 

why not.  

26.4.1 If yes, please quantify the additional costs imposed by this delivery methodology.  

26.5 If FEI had more time available to complete the Project, would FEI have selected a 

different methodology?  Please explain why or why not.  

5.6.1 Contractor/Consultant Selection and Award 

Given the scale and scope of the Project, FEI will use a project delivery method that utilizes 
separate contracts for engineertng design, construction management and inspection, and 
construction. The engineertng design will be completed using a services contract for the 
complete design and development of bid packages. These bid packages will then be used to 
seek compe@ve prtcing from contractors for the construction of the works. 

Selection clitelia will be developed and used to select contractors and consultants that will 
participate in the vartous procurement processes. The selection criterta will consider but not 
limited to items such as previous project expertence, project references, Indigenous 
engagement, performance ability, financial stability, and WorksafeBC standing. Evaluation 
crtterta will be developed and used to award each of the procurement contracts. Evaluation 
crtterta will be unique to each of the contracts, but will generally include key personnel, 
expelience and qualifications, pertormance ability and understanding of the scope requirement, 
and cost 
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27. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 78 and 79  

 

27.1 Please describe the process that FEI will employ to select the consulting engineering 

firm.  

27.2 Does FEI frequently begin projects prior to BCUC approval?  Please explain and discuss 

the circumstances under which FEI begins projects prior to receiving BCUC approval. 

27.3 In the event that FEI did not receive CPCN approval for the Project, which party would 

be responsible for the costs incurred to date?  Please explain. 

S.6.2 Detailed Engineering Design and Land Acquisition 

A consulting engineering firm will complete the engineering detailed design activities. Detailed 
design activities encompass all engineering calculations, validations, preparation of drawings 
and bid packages required to cover the Project needs. Detailed design will commence prior to 
obtaining CPCN approval due to the anticipated durations required for permitting and procuring 
long lead materials such as valves and pipe that are required in order to meet the proposed 
construction schedule. Engineering activities will be organized in order of priority, in relation to 
the fabrication/procurement lead times and the construction schedule. 

The Project will require new and expanded ROW, temporary construction WOl1<ing space and 
access lights. FEI has developed a land aCQuisition plan to assess the required properties and 
prioritize the aCQuisitions based on risk and impacts to the schedule. Further details of the land 
aCQuisition are found in Section 8.2.5.3. 

8 5.6.3 Procurement 

9 Material required for the Project which have long lead times to fabncate and deliver include 
O items such as line pipe and block valves. Prior to the receiving CPCN approval, FEI will procure 

all of the long lead material required in order to commence the early wor1ts construction in 01, 
2022. Where applicable, FEI will secu-e tile remaining IOng lead material required for the 
Project through the contracts established for the earty worf{s. 
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28. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 79 

 

28.1 Might the early works construction also occur before BCUC approval, or would FEI not 

proceed in the event the approval was delayed or not provided?  Please explain. 

29. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 80 

 

5.6.5 Early Works Construction 

The main objective of the earty works construction phase is to complete the HOD work. While 
the feasibility study concluded that HOD is a feasible option to cross Penticton Creek, there is 
still a risk that the HOD installation could be unsuccessful. FEI plans to address the risk as 
soon as possible in the Project to allow adequate time to implement the contingency plan of 
using an open trenching method across the drainage within the mainline• contractor's scope of 
work. 

To prepare for the HOO, the RCJN must first be developed and graded to allow adequate 
land/space for both of the 820 m long pipe sections to be built The ROW prep crew will first 
develop the area around Penticton Creek for the HOD and will then move to the north end of the 
project (Chute Lake) and begin dearing and developing the ROW working south. This earty 
work is being advanced and is planned to be completed around the bird nesting season and 
prior to the 2022 wildfire season. 
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29.1 The CEC is unable to determine definitively which selections would be considered 

double-dashed and those single-dashed.  Please confirm or otherwise clarify if the 

Contractor, Inspection, Engineering Services and Environment Health and Safety 

positions are the external resources.   

29.2 Please explain why the Environment Health and Safety position is an external resource.  

29.3 Does FEI allocate time for the part-time internal resources to the Project costing?  Please 

explain. 

30. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 81 

 

30.1 Does FEI work directly with the governing regional authority in order to manage the 

ecological impacts? 

30.1.1 If yes, could FEI work jointly with the authority to reduce the invasive plant 

material rather than simply minimizing potential spread or introduction?  Please 

explain.  

30.1.2 If no, why not?  

5.8.1.2 Ecological Environment 
The proposed alignment of the preferred alternative is located within or direcfly adjacent to 
existing rights of way as much as possible. The proposed route oveilaps with watercourses, 
patches of mature trees. and areas with potential for plant communibes at lisk. Habitat for 
wildlife or plant species at risk was identified along the proposed alignment of the preferred 
alternative and surroun<ing area. Invasive plants are present in the vicinity of the proposed 
alignment. 

The proposed alignment of the preferred alternative was assessed for potential impacts or 
effects on the ecological environment. Final routing will be selected to minimize disturbance to 
sensitive environmental features. Best management practices ,.;11 be applied to minimize any 
remaining potential negative impacts or effects on the environment. Invasive plant management 
will be applied throughout construction to minimize the potential spread or introduction of 
invasive plants. Some vegetation removal will be required during stte preparation and 
construction. 

Contaminated sites may be present along the proposed alignment of the preferred alternative. 
Preliminary studies identified the location and nature of potential contaminated sites. Further 
studies will be completed prior to construction to identify appropriate handling and disposal 
techniques. 
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31. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 82 

 

31.1 For how long does FEI expect its ‘short term’ impacts to last?   

31.2 Will the KVR be shut down completely, or only in sections?  Please explain. 

32. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 82 

 

32.1 In addition to tracking Project Investment in Indigenous communities, municipalities etc., 

has FEI also established objectives for investment levels that it intends to meet?  Please 

explain.  

32.1.1 How can the BCUC determine whether or not the investment levels are 

appropriate?  Please explain.  

There are over 40 wineries along the Naramata Bench. FEI has included these considerations 
in ns route selection process, and as such, has proposed a route that runs alongside FEl's 
existing VER PEN 323 right-of way and FBC's existing 73 Line right-of way l',fiere possible, to 
minimize the creation of additional right-of-way lands. 

The Kettle Valley Rail Trail (KVR) is a national historical site located in Naramata and runs in 
parallel with some sections of the ocu Project route. The KVR is a popular among cyclists who 
want to bike from Naramata to Kelowna. As such, FEI has recognized the importance of this 
historical site in ns Project planning. 

FEl's plans to mitigate, manage and minimize potential short-tenn adverse effects and monitor 
Project impacts as construction proceeds. The mitigation measures will be based on industry 
best practices and applicable requirements of local regulations. To mnigate short-tenn adverse 
soci~nomic impacts of Project construction, FEI will require the contractor to develop a 
Public Impact Mitigation Plan. Mnigation measures will include, for example, complying with 
municipal noise bylaws and limiting traffic access restrictions to businesses and residents during 
construction. 

FEI v.ill also work ..ui Indigenous and local leaders and organizations to identify and mnigate 
issues, and le connect local v.orkforce and businesses to Project opportunities. Throughout the 
Projc-ct, FEI will cndCQVor b track the folbwing: Project inv~tmcnt in b cal lndigcnouc 
communnies, Projec: invesiment in muncipalities/regional distri::ts, local employment 
opportunities, and other communny im,estment activities. 

The Project is expected to result in an overall posit,ve impact to residents and businesses 
through the creation ct addilialal emi:ioyment. the procurement of local materials, and the use 
or IOcaJ ser,Ices, sucn as 1ocgIng ana a1n1ng Furtner, me p·oJect wu oenem me OKanagan 
region, by helping to meet lorg-tenn capacny requirements for a reliatle and safe gas system, 
as population is forecast to increase for the next 20-year period as described n Section 3.3 of 
the Application. 
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33. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 87 and 88 

 

 

5.10.3 Cost Verification and Validation 

Cost estimate quality assurance and validation were completed as follows: 

• Internal SMCI reviews that included peer reviews, document quality checks, and 
independent review; 

• Validation reviews involving both SMCI and FEI team members throughout the estimate 
development process to confinn that the estimate assumptions were valid; and 

• External independent review completed to verify and validate that the estimate as well 
as schedule criteria and requirements were met, comparing estimate to the appropriate 
cost metric and a credible estimate and schedule have been developed for the full 
construction scope of the Project. 

M Y material discrepancies or lisks identified during the cost validation process were considered 
during the risk analysis. 

5, 10,4 Risk Analysis 
FEI engaged Yohannes Project Consulting Inc. (YPCI~ a company specializilg in risk 
management, to conduct a qualitative risk analysis to identify all of the risks associated with the 
Project. YPCI conducted multiple 'MJll<Shops with the Project team to develop a risk register for 
the Project to identify lisks that could likely OCCII'. 

FEI also retained Validation Estimating LLC, USA (Validation Estimating), a cooipany that 
provides services in estimate validation, lisk analysis and contingency estimation. Validation 
Estimating completed an escalation estimate and a quantitative analysis using an Integrated 
parametric and expected value methodology based on AACE 42R 

FEI will hold conting~". management reserve-" and escalation fi.nds in adcition to the 
Project base aist estimate as outined in Section 5.10.1 to address al foreseeable riSks. The 
following sedions (5.10.4.1 - 5.4.10.7) outline the methodology used to unde<stn:1 the risks 
inherent with the Project and the furxfll!l required to address the risks. 

5.10.4. 1 Risk Identification Planning 

The riSk identiication and qualitative analysis conducted by YPCI was completed using the 
AACE International Reconvnended Practice 62R-11: Risk Assessment Identification and 
Qualitative Anatysis (AACE 62R-11, Revision May 11, 2012) as a glide. First, the riSks were 
Klenbfied through collaborative discussions betweoo YPCt and FEI ttvough a sefies of risk 
'Mlll<shops facilitated by YPCI. Next, the team developed the risk response actions and the risk 
likelihood and consequence scales. 

The risk likelllood and consequence scales used for the Project are based on the 5 by 5 riSk 
assessment matrix recommended in AACE 62R-11 which is il\Jstrated ln Fogure 5-5. 
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33.1 Which company conducted the external independent review, and how was it selected?  

33.2 If it was not Yohannes Project Consulting Inc., please explain why not.  

33.3 What process did FEI undertake to select Yohannes Project Consulting Inc. to conduct 

the qualitative risk analysis?  

34. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 89 and 90 

 

 

34.1 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the above table is in thousands of $2020. 

34.2 Without jeopardizing confidential information, please confirm or otherwise explain that a 

P50 estimate would indicate that there is a 50% chance that the Project cost would not be 

exceed $213 million, and a corresponding 50% chance that the Project would not be 

5.10.4.3 Quantitative Risk Analysis • Contingency 

Following the completion of the YPCI Risk Report, Validation Estimating completed a 
quantitative analysis to evaluate the impact of Project specific risks and systemic risks. A Monte 
Carto simulation was completed by Validation Estimating to determine a distribution of possible 
cost o utcomes associated with the existing scope of the Project at different levels of confide-nee. 
The analysis was conducted using the base Pro ject cost estimate of 5187.0 million as outlined 
in se-ction 5.10.1 above and derived a risk adjusted P50 cost of $213 million representimg a 
contingency of approximately 13 percent. Please refer to Confidential Appendix C-2 for further 
details on Validation Estimating's contingency methodology and results. 

The output of the Monte Garto simulation, is shown in tabular form in Figure 5-6: 

Figure 5-6 : Quantitative Risk Analysis - Monte Carlo Simulation 
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under $213 million, such that $213 million represents an approximate middle ground 

estimate. 

34.3 Is 13% a standard contingency?  Please explain and provide quantification of the range of 

contingencies that are typical.  

34.3.1 If not within a typical range, please explain why not.  

35. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 90 and 91 

 

5.10.4.4 Quantitative Risk Analysis • Management Reserve 

Risks with low probabilities and high consequence are not appropriately funded through 
contingency as they overwhelm the cost and schedule allotments. The cost associated with 
these types of risks are typically identified and managed as management reserves that the 
project team cannot spend without the Company's management's approval. Validation 
Estimating iden@ed two risks Which have low probability and high consequence; failed HOD 

across Penticton Creek, and market costs. 

The preliminary feasibility assessment completed by TerraHDD, a company specializing in HOD 
concluded that the Project could dnll a path under Penticton Creek. HOD at this location 
minimizes stakeholder and environmental impacts and is the lowest cost option for tile Project. 
Significant geotechnical work was t.11dertaken to evaluate the feasibility of HOD but there is 
;iilw;:1~ tmr.P.rt~inty rP.m;iiining ;:1~ mo~ of thP. ~11M.11rf;:1r.P. r.onnition~ ;:1lon9 thP. ctrill n;iith r.;mnot hP. 

fully assessed. Therefore, the success of HOD is not realized until the drilling is complete and 
the pipe is pulled into the hole. As such there is a high risk to the Project should the HOD fail, 
as the contingency plan consists of attempting a subsequent drill, and failing that the plan is to 
open trench across a very steep ravine. FEI and SMCI have identified an open trench route 
across Penticton Creek and this option is currently under evaluation. FEI will proceed with the 
design and permitting of both the HDD and the open trench options to minimize delays should 
the HOD prove not feasible. Table 5-12 outlines the range of possible outcomes stemming from 
an unsuccessful HOD across Penticton Creek. 

During the cost validation process outlined in Section 5.10.3, FEI identified that there is a 
market risk to the Project due to factors such as contractor capacity, the availability of qualified 
pipeline contractors in 2022 and 2023 and market risk where bids are uncompetitive. FEI 
considered market prices as a risk that could impact the Project cost and undertook additional 
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35.1 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the above table is in thousands of $2020.  

35.2 Please elaborate on the possible causes of the potential uplift in prices. 

35.3 Does the above table indicate a P50 estimate would require a Management reserve of 

$14,500,000 plus $15,300,000 for a total of $30,200,000?  Please explain.  

36. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 91 

 

analysis. The results of the mal1<et risk analysis indicate that there is a possible uplift in the 
price to be Quoted by a contractor and FEI retained Validation Estimating to conduct an analysis 
of the possible uplift in actual bids versus estimate. Table 5-12 ou~ines tile range of possible 
outcomes res'Ulting from market risk. Please refer to Confidential Appendix C-2 for further 
details on Valid ation Estimating's management reserve metholdology and results. 

Tabl,e 5-12: Summary of Management Reserve Monte Carlo Simulation (2020$} 
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5. 10.4.5 Quantitative Risk Analysis Conclusion - Contingency and 
Management Reserve 

Contingency is typically expected to be spent and is used as an allocation for risks that are 
known and likely to be encountered during Project execution. Contingency Is normally 11.flded at 
the PSO confidence level. Based on FEl's riSk tolerance. the Project contingency will be S25.1 
million (13 percent) at tile P50 confidence level. 

The probability of both management reserve risks occurring is low, tllerefOfe, FEI will hokl one 
reserve fund to cover tile impact shOuld either of tile riSks occur. Given there are two riSks 
covered by a single management reserve, FEI has chosen to fund the P70 value of the larger 
risk Of S23.6 million. 
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36.1 Please confirm that the Market Risk and the HDD Failure risk are not mutually exclusive.  

36.2 Do the Market Risk and the HDD Failure risk overlap, such that the Market Risk will be 

greater if the HDD Failure risk occurs?  Please explain.  

36.3 Please elaborate on why FEI selected the P70 value of the Market Risk for the 

management reserve instead of any other value, such as P80 of the Market Risk or adding 

the two risks together.  

37. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 91 and 92 

 

5. 10.4.6 Escalation Risk 

Validation Estimating conducted a cost escalation estimate for tile Project. Escalation per 
AACE is •a provision in costs or prices for uncertain changes in technical, economic, and mal1<et 
conditions over time. Inflation (or deflation) is a component of escalation." The base estimate 
was developed using 2020 pricing data and conditions and does not inherently account for 
escalation. Price increases/decreases beyond 2020, including contingency, must be covered by 
the escalation estimate. As outlined in Section 5.10.4.5, FEI will fund contingency at the P50 
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37.1 Please explain how Escalation Risk differs from Market Risk. 

confidence level, therefore the esc.;lation estimate is calculated using the risk adjusted PS0 cost 
of $213 million as outlined in section 5.10.4.3 as the basis. 

The AACE "by-period" method was applied to develop the cost escalatbn estimate. This 
method uses price indices by cost account applied to tile annual cash flow by cost account. The 
base indices are forecasts provided by the economic consulting firm IHS Mal<it. These indices 
aI t:! W:it:!<.J lu Ut:!Yt:!luµ w~iyl1l~ im.lires Utal 111alctI Utt:! cosl lYJJt:!S (µiµt:!lim::! 111ctlt:!1ial, consl1uclion 
labour, etc.). The indices are further adjusted for forecast global and regional capi1al spending 
market condrtions (i.e., adjusts for bid mark-up behaviour as well as producti, ity trends in hot or 
cold markets). 

The IHS Marki! 03 2020 forecast is showing minimal cost escalation through 2022 (with the 
exception of pipe steel) willl a slight decrease forecast for tile remainder of 2020. However, 
global and regional caprtal spending is forecast to rebound by 2022 with the weighted annual 
price increase forecast to peak at 2.8 percent. The probabilistic analysis, which takes into 
account the historical s1andard deviation in price changes from the mean, results in a significant 
range as shown in Table 5-13. Please refer to Confidential Appendix C-3 fa further details on 
Validation Estimating's escalation methodology and results. 
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FEI will fund escalation at $11.6 million Which corresponds to the PS0 level of confidence. 
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38. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 94 and 95 

 

38.1 Please provide the costs per year (actual and forecast) for the 2018-2023 period.  

38.2 Does FEI include costs related to abandonment or removal in its analysis?  Please explain 

why or why not.  

38.2.1 Please provide an estimate of the costs related to abandonment or removal at the 

end of the 70-year period. 

Table 6-2 below includes the financial evaluation of the Project over a 70-year period (65 years 
post-Project and 5 prior years during the Project)'9. Details of the financial evaluation of the 
Project can be found in the Financial Schedules as included in Confidential Appendix E-2. 

Table 6-2: Financial Analysis of the Project ($millions) 

nem Amount 

Total Charged to Gas P lant in Service $271.3 

Total Project Deferral Credit $(0.8) 

Total Project Cost $270.S 

Incremental Rate Base in 2024 30 $269.6 

Incremental Revenue Requirem ent in 2024 S19.4 

Rate Impact in 2024 when all assets enter Rate Base % 2.21% 

Levelized Delivery Rate Impact 70 Years (%) 1.62% 

Levelized Delivery Rate Impact 70 Years ($ / GJ) $0.073 

PV of Incremental Revenue Requirement 70 years ($ m illion) $253.6 

Net Cash Flow NPV 70 years ($000s) $(7.1) 

29 The 65-year post-projea an.slysis period is equal to the financial life for Transmission Mains as described on page 
3-6 of FEl's most recently approved depreciation s::udy. The 5 prior years are related to project development, 
regula:Ot)' approvals. and the oonsttuccion schedule of the Proj ect from 2022 through 2023. 

30 2024 Rate Base is less than the Total Project costs becau.se the 2024 Rate Base also includes the mid-year effect 
of Accumulated Oepreciatior and al lowance for incremental Cash Worki"9 Capital. 

}1 FEl's 202 1 A FUOC rate is 5.47%. which is equal to the after-tax weighted average cost of capital. 
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39. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 96 

 

39.1 Please explain why income tax recovery benefits are deferred into the non-rate base 

deferral account as opposed to being recorded in the year realized. 

40. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 96 and 97  

 

6.3.2 Application and Preliminary Stage Development Costs 

FEI is seeking BCUC approval under Sections 59-61 of the UCA for deferral treatment of the 
Application and Preliminary Stage Development costs. The Application costs are based on a 
written hearing process and include expenses for legal review, consultant costs, BCUC costs 
and BCUC-approved intervener costs. The Preliminary Stage Development costs are related to 
expenses incurred for engaging third-party consultants for feasibility evaluation, preliminary 
development and assessment of the potential design and alternatives as required to complete 

this Application. FEI is seeking approval to record these costs in a new non-rate base deferral 
accoun~ the OCU Application and Preliminary Stage Development Costs Deferral Account, 
attracting FEl's aner tax weighted average cost of capttal until h enters rate base. FEI proposes 
to transfer the balance in the deferral account to rate base on January 1, 2022 and commence 
amortization over a three-year period. 

Table 6-3 below shows the December 31 , 2020 net-0f-tax balance for the Application costs and 
the Pre~minary Stage Development costs is forecast to be a credit of $795 thousand. 

Table 6-3: Forecast Application Costs and Preliminary Stage Development Costs ($000s) 

Prel1mmary 
Stage 

Apphcation Development 
Particulars Coats Costa Total 

-=ta $400 $902 $1 ,302 

lnccme Tax Recovery: 

CoslS held in deferral occount" $(108) $(244) $(352) 

6.4 RA TE IMPACT 

As tl~cu:ssec.l alJuve , F E I w ill CUIHJJle le U1e Pruj~l in 2023. Com tJilH:!'ll with U1e a111urliLctLio11 of 
the deferral c«.l$ beginning in 2022, the impact to CU$lomcr delivery rate:; will change each 
year from 2022 to 2024.... T able 6-4 shows the annual de livery rate impact compared to the 
2021 applied for non-bypass revenue requirement and the in cremental annual delivery rate 
impact in percentage in 20 2'1 . 

:.::. income tax teOOYerY on tne amomt recoroeo in tne ae.terraJ 3CCO\.W'lt wn.cn equais me M W tnousana rn costs ana 
the $902 dlousand in oosts times the Income tax rate of 27%. 

n ·~ t:11¥ ~ nn tt,.,. rl-.io:Jnpm,:,nt e,nc;.Tc, l'h.,i,t w ........ ""-"'pit;:lfi:7....-t hut {/&ff> tt""'1t~ fn,- U Y pil l~ Th ... 

.:imount ::;hOWf'I e equo.l to ihe oo~ o.::.pit.:ali:ed o f $6.2 tnillion ti~ the inOOl'nC ~ r.:a.tc of 27%~ 
~ Tne nrst tw0 years or aenvery rate Impact 111e to ::ne ProJect are 2022 ana 2023 a s a rest11t at tne amonszauon or 

the deferral credit balance~ 
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40.1 FEI states that the impact to customer delivery rates will change each year from 2022 to 

2024.  Please provide the delivery rate impact for each year including 2022 and 2023. 

40.2 Please provide approximate average bill increases for commercial customers by rate 

class.  

41. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 105 and 106  

 

Table 6-4: Summary of Rate Impact for the Project 

Particulars Impact 

Incremental Revenue Requirement ($000s) $19,448 

% Increase to 2021 Applied for Revenue 
2.21% Requirement, Non-Bypass (August, 202op s 

Delivery Rate Impact (2024) $ / GJ $0.1 00 

Levelized Rate Impact $ I GJ (2019 - 2088) $0.073 

In conclusion. tne ProJect wu result In an esttmatea ce11very rata 1moact of 2.21 oercent In 2024 
wnen a1 const1Jct1on 1s comoiete ana aner a11 assets are oiacea 111 seMce 1n 2023. For a 
tiDlcal FEI res1aen11a1 customer ccnsumiro 90 GJ oer year. 111 s wou1a eouate to an aoorox1mate 
;::n,P.r;t{IP. h lll (Of'I F.~P. rl M 00 r,P.r ifPJU (SO 100 I Gr.I X 510 fi,I) 

1.3.2 Indigenous Community Participation 
fl.k:!t1r1cat1cns wwe sent to migenCYJS. conmunit1es. pnor ro tn.e or.set ot tn~ AOA. 1 ne notmc2uon 
outlined the intended work and. as noted above. on oompletion of the drafl ADA an ooccrtunrtv 
10 prov1aa 1ntorm:n1on or cornnants. 

rte &alowing comrnunitic!: were contacted ~ a pan ri the l',0/\: 

• E5h-kn·am CUltura Resource Manaoem-ent 

• L.cMier Sin ilkarnc-c-n lnda'I 8;nd 

• Noo21tcn Indian s;ina 

• O►.cfnauan lmJ cfll 8cf11ll 

• Of.:~nagan Nation Alliance 

• Pentrcton 1nt1an sand 

• Uv1Je1 flicul:J Band 

• Westbanf.: n rst Nation 

ru nn9 R=!1mvnn: ::ir:nvmP.s. ro fl;,!W!llifl rn~ a(l11r:::it1nn, IM IQP.cnous. rnnmun1t1P.!-. WP.r~ tMTP.n m 
participate. Both Pcntickr'I Indian BB (PIB) and Wcstbai< Firot Nation (WF",'11) participated in 
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41.1 Please confirm that the above list represents a complete list of affected Indigenous 

communities.  

41.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not and identify any other Indigenous 

communities that were not contacted as part of the AOA.  

42. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 106  

 

42.1 Please confirm that EMP stands for Environmental Management Plan. 

43. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, pages 109, 112 and 113 

 

PFR activities. Prior to the AIA, Indigenous communities will be notified of tie work and 
provided the opportunity to participate in the AIA. 

A project EMP which will in clude archa~logic;.I specifications., w il be prepared and ncluded in 
the contractor RFP documents. The EMP is also required as a part of the applicaion to the 
UtK. t:nviroomentaI 1-'rotecuon t->Ian(s) specmc to me t->ro,ect, mcIuamg protecoon 01 
archaeolOQical. historic heritaae and. cultura resoura!s. •Nill be developed by successful 
contractcr(s) prior to commencenent of the Prcject. 

If required, archaeological montoring will be undertaken during all archaeologica111 sensitive 
aspects of the work progra n ar,d the designated arc.heeolo;iical monitor ,viii have 'stop work 

authority' in the e,ent that works underway have the potentiol to result in unauthorized impacts 
to archaeolog ical, historic heritage or cultural resources. 

8.2.2 FEI Has Identified Key Stakeholders for Public Consultation 
As part of developing its Coosuttation and Cngage11ent r Ian, r ci identified and con::utted with 
the followir;g stakeholCers: 

1 Residents. businesses, FEl's gas custom en , and stakeholde· groups, au of whom are in 
cIose proxIm11V to (ana ma·, oe Impac1ea DYi me t->roIect 

2 L~:mdowncr-$ who arc in clC$C proximity and potentially impacted by the Project. 

3 ProvIne1a1 aovemmem ocaies. IncIudIna Memoers or me LeaIs1a11ve AssemoIy, me 
Miristry of En ergy, Mines and Petroleum Re.sources, the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure, the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural 
n P.\'P.lonmP.nt. thP. Aorir;11tt11~ I I ;mrl C:ommiAAinn, ::mrl thP. RC.OC,C 

4 r ederal government bodies, in ck.lding rishe-ries and O ceans Canada, and e nvironment 
and Climate Change Canada. 

5 Loud YliVt:Hllfll~lllS im;fudiny ltl~ Mc1yuI. Council, R~ional 81Ji:11(J lll~ lllb~I S, Cily 
M:rnager a nd/or !;taff within the followin g municipalitiC$ and regional di!;trict: Cit/ of 
Penticton, ROOS, City of Kelowna, and City of W est Ke!owna. 

Baxd on feedback from these $bkeholder!;, FEI will continue to refine it~ communication and 
r.on~utt~tion m P.thod~ 
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43.1 Did FEI consult with individual businesses, or just associations?  Please explain and 

identify how many businesses FEI consulted directly.  

43.2 FEI states that it will refine its communications and consultation methods based on 

feedback.  Is FEI open to making changes to its proposal based on customer feedback?  

Please explain.  

44. Reference:  Exhibit B-1-2, page 125 

 

8.2.5.2 Consultation to Date with Stakeholder Groups 

FEI consulted with the /ollowing stakeholder groups impacted by the Project and the 
consultation with these stakeholders is included in the consultation log in Appendix H-2. 

• Pentic1on Nea Cycling Association - The Tr,ree Blind Mice Trails 

• Pentic1on Disc Golf Course 

• Naramata Bench Winery Association 

• Naramata Citizens Assocation 

• ~ um Ukanagan I rall Alllance 

• Hoolluu Alli~lllUI~ CUlllfJtmy Lll.L 

Chute Lake Lod~e 

Upper Carmi N; ighbourhood Association 

• ()k;m;:19;iin Similk;iimP.P.n StP.w::m1.!..hip ~o<:iP.ty (OSS) 

FEI offered to discuss the Project i'ldivi:lual t,, wi1h the organizations and local stakeholder 
groups, and also invited tr,em to participate in the v rtual project n fonnation sessions. tlo 
signlicant issues were identified in ou-outreach and there was general support for the Project 

9. 1 fNrRODUCrJON 

Seclion 46 (3.1) of lht! UCA slal!:!s l11al in cuusith::!1i111,J wh~U11:"1 lo issu~ a CPCN, l11te BCUC 
must consider: 

(b) ihe most recent long term resource plan Hied by the public utility under section •1'1:1, if 
any, a nd 

(r.) thP. ~xtenf to wh1r:.h tht!: ,ippt1r.at1on tm tht'!: r:.P.rtlt1r.at~ 1:\ r.on~1~teni with thP. apphr.RhlP. 
rcQuircmcnts under sections 6 and 10 of the Clean Energy Acl (CEA). 

Se<.tions G and 19 of the CEA. as referred lo in(<) above, do not apply to FEI. FEI addresses 
U1t! ullte1 lwo ,~~uinm1t!11b:; l.itek>w. 
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44.1 Please identify any areas in which the project is contrary to the energy objectives, and 

explain why. 

9.2 BRITISH COLUMBIA 's ENERGY OBJECTIVES 

British Columbia's energy objectives are defined in section 2 of the CEA. Based on the results 
of the socio-economic assessment described in Section 5.8.2, the Project will support the British 
Columbia energy obj ective found in section 2(k) of the CEA "to encourage economic 
development and the creation and retention of jobs". 

The Project will support this objective by having posit ive employment impacts and by 
contributing to the local economy in the central and north Okanagan regions. In particular, the 
procurement of local materials, and the use of local services, such as lodging and dining. 
Further, the Project will benefit these Okanagan regions, by helping to meet long-term capacity 
requirements for a reliable and safe gas system, as some communities are expected to grow by 
up to 40 percent in the next 20 years. 

The work is anticipated to occur in a largely ru ral landscape, with low population density, and 
alongside existing rights-of-ways. However, FEI will develop a Public Impact Mitigation Plan, 
which will outline strategies to minimize community impacts. FEI will also work with Indigenous 
and local leaders andl organizations to develop the local workforce, support local businesses, 
and connect them to Project opportunities. 




